You are allowed two cheat sheets 8.5 x 11 inch paper, both sides.

There will be 6 question in total, 4 from material covered after mid-term and 2 from material covered before midterm.

Refer to midterm study guide for old material guidelines

1. Information flow and covert channel
   - Read old final’s

2. Buffer overflow and format string
   Review the homework and slides.

3. Security Policies
   - Read slides
   - bella-LaPedula (Chapter: 4, 5, 6 and 7) look at the slides first
   - Should be able to do the blp problem
   - Chapter 5: problem 1 and 2 (pg 150 )

4. Evaluating Systems
   - Read chapter 21
   - Know what are the standardizing bodies
   - Problem 2, 3

5. Assurance
   - Read slides
   - Read chapters 18, 19
   - Chapter 18: Problem 3, 4, 7
   - Chapter 19: Problem 2, 5.